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Capital punishment is a legal penalty in Singapore.The city-state had the second highest per-capita execution
rate in the world between 1994 and 1998, estimated by the United Nations to be 13.83 executions annually
per one million people during that period. The highest was Turkmenistan (now an abolitionist country) with
14.92. However, since the 2010s, execution has become far less common ...
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During a 14 December 2008, press conference at the prime minister's palace in Baghdad, Iraq, al-Zaidi threw
both of his shoes at then-United States President George W. Bush. " This is a farewell kiss from the Iraqi
people, you dog," yelled al-Zaidi in Arabic as he threw his first shoe towards Bush. " This is for the widows
and orphans and all those killed in Iraq," he shouted as he threw his ...
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63 Fun Creative Writing Prompts. 12 Remarkable Comments. Welcome to the creative writing prompts page!
This is going to be so much fun, and all while you improve your story writing skills.
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DRAMA: The Cheviot, the Stag and the Black, Black Oil by John McGrath: The Cheviot, the Stag and the
Black, Black Oil (PDF) Men Should Weep by Ena Lamont Stewart: Men Should Weep (PDF) The Slab Boys
by John Byrne: The Slab Boys (PDF)
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Ewald Mielke, owner of a millworking plant, said that the two boards, one from the ladder, the other from
Hauptmann's attic, were not the same. Dr. Erastus Mead Hudson even claimed that the piece of wood he
investigated before only had one nail hole- not the four holes it had during the trial.He believed that the police
put new holes in the wood or that the wood was not the same piece.
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Note: The following post accompanies Takuan Seiyoâ€™s latest piece.Both are being kept â€œstickyâ€•
until tonight. Scroll down for other posts that have appeared since Wednesday. Certain posts at Gates of
Vienna, among them those by Takuan Seiyo, tend to attract the attention and comments of people who are
preoccupied with the Jews.
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Bengals Xtra talks to those who knew Zac Taylor well during his time at the University of Cincinnati and the
underrated aspect of why...
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Early Reviewers: Free advance copies of books. You are either not logged in, or not signed up for the Early
Reviewers/Member Giveaway program. To sign up, click here. If you are a publisher interested in
participating in Early Reviewers, click here.
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New York Times reporter Rohde writes about his ordeal as a hostage of the Taliban, after he was kidnapped
in Afghanistan in November 2008. Rohde covered most of this story in a five-part series in the New York
Times, available online.
Amazon.com: A Rope and a Prayer: A Kidnapping from Two
2. ACTION U.S.A. (1988) - A film that lives up to it's title. This film's sole purpose is to cram as much
stuntwork humanly possible into 89 minutes. This Waco, Texas-lensed obscurity's minimal plot begins with
Billy (Ron Shaft) being abducted by goons working for crime kingpin Franki Navarro (80's cameo king
Cameron Mitchell) while making love to girlfriend Carmen (Barri Murphy; ARMED FOR ...
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